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Chapter 391: I heard that the Dragon Group divided the houses? 

 

On the other side, elder Liu looked excitedly at his grandson whom he had not seen for almost a year. 

Suppressing the excitement in his heart, he nodded and said with a straight face, “Not bad, you have 

become a lot stronger…” 

Some passersby around him had strange expressions when they heard that. You have become a lot 

stronger just like that? Could it be that you were just a skeleton in the past? 

“Who are you, sir? Why Are You So Ruthless?”Hong Tianlu, who had been pushed back far away, looked 

at this kid who had suddenly appeared and questioned him sternly with a solemn expression. 

“My attacks are still considered ruthless?”Brother Dog Glanced at the other party coldly and said, “Your 

ugly junior sister’s attacks are considered ruthless, right? If I were an ordinary person, wouldn’t my 

brains be scattered all over the floor?” 

 

“You! !”Yan wushuang, who had lost his hand, saw the other party calling him ugly junior sister, and his 

eyes immediately turned red with anger. His originally ugly face was malevolent like an evil ghost. 

“What About You?”Brother dog sneered and said, “Looking at your technique, it’s not the first time 

you’ve killed someone without a word, right? Isn’t it because of your little bit of strength that you’re 

able to harm people’s lives when you move? Now that your skills are inferior to others, what can you do 

when I Say You’re Ugly? Even if I say you’re a piece of shit, don’t you still have to endure it? If you’re not 

convinced, then come and try again. Let’s see if it’s as simple as losing a hand this time!” 

“You…”Yan Wushuang was suddenly so angry that his entire body was trembling, in addition to having 

his arm just broken, and the Qi and blood in his entire body were not flowing smoothly, this anger that 

was humiliated in front of him but did not dare to take revenge immediately surged into his heart 

meridian. After twitching for a moment, he actually fainted on the spot… 

A few disciples at the side saw this and quickly helped him up. Hong Tianlu looked at brother dog coldly 

and said, “You have such an arrogant tone. Do you dare to say your name?” 

“Luofu, Liu Shiyu!”Brother Dog wore an indifferent expression as he adjusted his greasy hair that he had 

not washed for a long time. “If you want to take revenge, you are welcome anytime!” 

“Luofu?”Hong Tianlu’s pupils constricted. He took a deep breath and looked at the other party. He 

thought to himself, is it that Luofu who has the third secret realm in the cultivation world and forced the 

Kunlun ancestor to retreat? 

“Let’s Go!”Hong Tianlu made his decision after hesitating for less than two seconds… … 

“Senior brother?”The surrounding disciples were stunned. If they were to cower like this, where would 

emei’s face be? 



“Private fights are forbidden in Kunlun’s field…”Hong Tianlu said in a low voice, “The guards will be here 

soon. There’s no need to tangle with them now. If there’s any enmity, we can settle it in the Arena!” 

————– — 

“Is that Kid Luo Fu’s disciple?”In the northwest corner of the street where the conflict occurred, a group 

of disciples wearing Kunlun Star Daoist robes were also watching the movements in a restaurant by the 

window with a better view. 

The man who spoke was dressed very casually. His messy hair was tied up casually with a ribbon, 

revealing a bold and uninhibited posture. He also looked very rough, which was a little out of place with 

the well-made Daoist robe on his body… … 

However, those who were familiar with the current generation of disciples of Kunlun would definitely 

recognize him. He was one of the three most outstanding young Earth immortals of this generation of 

Kunlun: Wang Daoxin! 

“Liu Shiyu, the only son of the fifth son of the Liu family of Yanjing. He grew up in C city in the 

southwest. His lifestyle had been corrupted since he was young, and he was disliked by old master Liu. 

He is one of the Luofu disciples who has been confirmed to participate in the competition according to 

the current intelligence. His strength is ominous. I originally thought that he was relatively young, and 

his cultivation should be around five or six years at most. I didn’t expect that he actually has the strength 

of an Earth Immortal…”. “…” 

A delicate-looking man dressed like an ancient scholar beside Wang Daoxin sighed softly. This man had 

delicate facial features and a handsome face. He looked like a handsome man dressed in ancient 

clothing played by a popular young man. 

At this moment, his voice was also unusually pleasant to the ear. If he were to debut, he would 

definitely be a good seedling that would earn over a hundred million yuan… 

“It seems that this Luofu’s arrangement was far earlier than we thought. I’m afraid that this kid has been 

deliberately concealing his identity as a cultivator with the style of a good-for-nothing since he was 

young…” 

“Is that so?”Wang Daoxin rubbed his chin and said with some doubt, “But I can see that his physique 

seems to have been caused by too much deficit in the early years. One look and you can tell that he’s 

weak to the point of death…” 

“The true void energy was able to beat Hong Tianlu back with one palm strike? I’m afraid that even you 

wouldn’t be able to do it, right?” 

“Who said that?”Wang Daoxin was furious when he heard that. “Call that guy with the surname Hong 

over. I Can’t kill him with one slap!” 

The scholar rolled his eyes at him and couldn’t be bothered with him. He sighed and lowered his head to 

drink his tea. 



“Cough cough…”seeing that the other party ignored him.., wang Daoxin coughed awkwardly and said in 

a low voice, “Alright, Alright, Alright. Know-it-all, let’s Not Brag. Don’t be silent. Tell me about that… that 

Luo Fu, who else is coming?” 

“We gave Luofu ten spots, but Luofu only sent three disciples to participate…”the scholar put down his 

teacup and said faintly, “I don’t know if it’s the lack of disciples or being too arrogant…” 

“Heh, that group of old men repeatedly told us to pay attention to this new Luofu sect, but in the end, 

it’s a piece of trash who can’t even gather enough people? Did you find out about the other two?” 

“I do know their names…”. The scholar pondered for a moment and said, “Other than this child from the 

Liu family, the other two are called Li Jiayao. She is the daughter of a wealthy merchant family in the 

southwest. Her Daoist name is Qing que. She was once the first disciple of the dragon group that Luofu 

and the government cooperated to establish. She is said to be very powerful. She defeated the North 

American and Red Sun supernatural forces in Ba Sen’s side, and I heard that she even killed two captain-

level masters of Red Sun “…”. “…” 

“TSK, an expert from Japan is also called an expert?”Wang Daoxin had a disdainful look on his face. 

“You… always look down on the unknown. Although the cultivation methods of foreign countries are not 

as profound as those of my middle-earth, there are definitely some redeeming qualities…”the scholar 

looked at this fellow disciple of his somewhat helplessly. 

“Redeeming qualities of Bullsh * t, crooked ways. It’s just relying on some technology, especially the 

North American army. By mixing the genes of humans and beasts, how is this different from those 

demons in the past?”Wang Daoxin drank a mouthful of wine and let out a long sigh. “If it wasn’t for the 

sect not allowing us to go out as we please, I would have long wiped out those messy organizations…”. 

“…” 

“We agreed not to brag…”the scholar looked at him and said. 

“Ahem… Alright then, what about the third one?” 

“The third one is called Chen Yu Tong, and he’s not that old either… according to the Intel, he’s a 

professional killer who occasionally returns to the country…” 

“Yo, this Luo Fu is also in the underworld business?” 

“I don’t know, maybe it’s a cover-up… the sect investigated that guy, and he usually keeps a very low 

profile. He lives in a small house of 60 square meters, and he only drives a chinese-made car in and out 

of the country…” 

——– 

What they did not know was that, in the room next to theirs, the two remaining disciples of the luofu, 

whom they were discussing, were here, and heard the subject of their discussion very clearly. 

Li Goudan took a sip of his sprite and used the system’s secret message to say, “Did you hear that, 

Shadow? People say that you keep a low profile. A killer only lives in a 60-square-meter house…” 



“That’s because you can only afford a 60-square-meter house…”opposite Li Goudan, sitting in front of 

him was an expressionless woman with a paralyzed face. Her looks were extremely ordinary, the kind 

that you wouldn’t find in a crowd. Compared to Leng Xing, her looks were more suitable for an 

assassin… 

“No Way?”Li Goudan was stunned. “Don’t the assassins on TV always drive sports cars and stay in five-

star hotels?” 

“You believe that?”Chen Yutong rolled his eyes and said, “Do you think that they are agents of the 

national civil service who go out to open Aston Martin? In our line of work, we pay out of our own 

pocket when we go out. Accommodation, food, equipment, and information. What isn’t our own 

money? It’s already considered lucky that we can earn more than 100,000 yuan from a single 

transaction… “…” 

“TSK TSK, how pitiful… These days, even assassins are so difficult. How do ordinary people survive?”Li 

Goudan shook his head. 

“I don’t understand either…”. “…”. Chen Yu Tong spread his hands and said, “I live there at 41,000 

square meters, and my average salary is only 8,600. The programmer next door has been working for 

ten years, and his salary is only 18,000. I really don’t know how he managed to buy a house…”. “…” 

Li Goudan:”…” 

“Let’s not talk about it. Let’s Go…”Chen Yu Tong sighed and slowly stood up. 

“Where are we going?”Li Goudan asked. 

“To meet up…”Chen Yutong pointed at elder Li and the others on the street and said, “I have something 

to ask that elder Li.” 

“What do you want to ask?” 

“I heard that you joined the Dragon Group to build a house. I have to ask if it’s true…” 

Li Goudan:”…” 

Chapter 392: The Quota Storm! 

 

“You Are Amazing!”Elder Liu and the others returned to the hotel, elder li patted brother dog’s thin 

shoulder in amazement. “That Hong Tianlu is Emei’s ace disciple. I heard that he became an Earth 

immortal ten years ago. You can actually exchange a few moves with him…” 

What did he mean by exchange a few moves with him. Brother Dog curled his lips. This old man was 

making it sound as if it was a great honor for him to exchange a few moves with him… … 

“Shiyu…”elder Liu was also a little worried. “Tell Grandpa the truth. How long have you been in that 

sect? How did you become so powerful all of a sudden? There won’t be any side effects, right?” 



“No…”brother dog saw that his old man was concerned, he smiled and said, “The reason for the rapid 

progress is the mystical realm. There are some things that I can’t explain clearly to you. You just need to 

know that your grandson’s body is fine. Don’t you see that my body is getting stronger and stronger?” 

 

As he spoke, he patted his ribs and said. 

“Mystical realm? Is it that magical?”Elder Liu asked curiously. 

“Yes… It’s very magical. There are some things that are beyond the understanding of reality. For 

example, there are some places in there where time is different from here. I cultivate in there for a year, 

and only a day has passed here and so on…” 

Brother Dog made up the contents of the novel. 

“There’s such a Thing?”Elder Liu said in surprise. 

“One day in the sky and one year in the earth…”elder Li Sighed. “There really is such a thing?” 

“AH… it sounds like a fairy tale…”the eldest brother of the Liu family sighed. 

Liu Jianchao, the third brother of the Liu family, also said with a smile, “Could it be that this kid made up 

the jokes in the novel for us to hear?” 

Brother Dog:”…” 

As he said this, Liu Wenhao, who was standing outside the Liu family’s elders, had a look of shock and 

jealousy on his face. He thought to himself, this kid has been in the sect for a while, and he’s actually 

able to exchange blows with the disciples of the top sects in the world. If I don’t catch up.., i’m afraid I’ll 

be trampled on by him for the rest of my life! 

Thus, he hurriedly poked his father. 

When second brother Liu saw his son’s anxious expression, his heart hardened. He braced himself and 

said, “Shiyu, I heard that your Luofu direct descendant has a recommendation to enter a sect. Is that 

true?” 

As soon as these words were said, the discussions of the elders suddenly stopped, and their expressions 

became stunned… 

“Second uncle… Where did you hear this?”Brother Dog asked with a faint smile. 

Facing his nephew’s expression, the second son of the Liu family couldn’t help but feel a little guilty. 

However, he still forced himself to say, “Why? Is it because our family doesn’t know you well that we’ve 

been planning to keep this a secret?” 

Brother Dog looked at his second uncle. By calling him ‘our family’, his family had pulled the entire Liu 

family into his camp. His way of speaking was indeed worthy of being in the political world. It was 

exactly the same as his annoying son… 



“HMM… I’ve never heard of it before…”brother dog said lazily, “Recently, something happened at senior 

sister Qingque’s house. I also just found out that I actually have this right…” 

“This…”the surrounding elders looked at each other when they heard this. This was the first time they 

had heard of this matter, and they were so excited that they started to tremble. 

A thought popped up in their hearts: this brat actually didn’t tell me such a good thing earlier? 

Elder Liu glared at his second son sternly. This was most likely because the father and son had 

eavesdropped on their conversation this morning. Now, they were planning to force the fifth family’s 

child to take out the quota… 

He had actually planned to go home and find out what his grandson had to say. Now that he was being 

played by his second son, it was as if he was being interrogated. If this child had the intention to rebel, it 

was simply not worth it! 

Second Brother looked at his father’s stern expression, and his neck shrank back slightly. 

He naturally knew that there was a risk in doing so, but he knew that this was his child’s only chance. 

Shiyu and his own Wen Hao had always been at odds. Even if there was a spot, he probably would not 

give it to Wen Hao. Taking it out now, he was using the Liu family as a camp to force him to hand over 

the right to choose the spot, he and his son had bet that Liu Shiyu wouldn’t embarrass his grandfather in 

front of outsiders! 

Sure enough, at this point in time, even though elder Liu’s expression was gloomy, he didn’t say 

anything. He quietly looked at Shiyu, wanting to see what he would say… 

Elder Li and elder Tian looked at each other. Both of them were old politicians, so they naturally knew 

what second brother Liu was planning. They were instantly a little embarrassed. They didn’t expect that 

their existence would be schemed against by a junior, immediately, they looked at each other with 

unkind eyes. 

But at this moment, they were more concerned about how Liu Shiyu would make his decision… … 

“There are a total of two spots…”brother dog smiled and said, “No matter what your aptitude is, you can 

be forcefully recommended to enter the sect for cultivation!” 

“Two?”Hearing this, the Liu family’s breathing stopped, and they immediately stared at Liu Shiyu… … 

“Then how do you plan to allocate these two spots?”Elder Liu was forced to this point, so he could only 

follow everyone’s wishes and ask. 

“Elder, you see…”brother dog waved his hand carelessly. “Which family do you think is suitable for 

uncles and uncles? When the time comes, let me know, and I’ll help you report it to the sect…” 

As soon as these words were said, everyone in the Liu family took a deep breath and looked straight at 

their old man. When elder Liu heard Liu Shiyu’s words, he heaved a huge sigh of relief and his face 

instantly regained its rosy color. 



Fortunately, this child knew his limits and did not let him lose face in public. If he had booked a spot, the 

other families that were not selected would definitely quarrel. When the time came, outsiders would 

definitely see it as a joke, now that he had been given the right to choose a spot, in addition to 

stabilizing the storm, he had also given his grandfather face. Elder Liu immediately revealed a satisfied 

smile. He looked at his grandson and nodded. He not only thought to himself, “I didn’t expect this child 

from the fifth family to be the most sensible…”. … On the other hand, the second family… … Sigh… 

“Old Liu, you’ve given birth to a good grandson. I’m so envious…”when elder Li saw Liu Shiyu give up the 

spot so quickly, he also praised Brother Dog in his heart. He thought to himself, “He’s a child who knows 

his limits…”. … 

When elder Liu heard this, his face immediately lit up, but he still said with a straight face, “HMPH, this 

brat, he’s just lucky. You Don’t know how ridiculous he was in the early years…” 

As he spoke, he started to talk endlessly about Liu Shiyu’s previous scoundrel incident. This topic 

changed, and although the Liu family wanted nothing more than to have elder Liu give up the spot to 

their own family.., however, at this moment, Liu Shiyu, a junior, was acting so appropriately, so they 

naturally couldn’t act like shrews in the marketplace. They immediately followed the topic of elder Liu 

and started to joke around. The atmosphere immediately returned to its previous lively state. However, 

Brother Dog had suffered a lot. The embarrassing things from the past were taken out to whip the 

corpse, and he was instantly speechless… … 

Outside the crowd, when Liu Wenhao saw that the quota choice was given to the old man, a trace of 

excitement flashed through his eyes. This was the result that he had asked his father to interrogate! 

If the quota choice was in the hands of that Brat Liu Shiyu, he would have absolutely no chance. 

However, if it was the old man who chose, he could still fight for it… 

Thinking of this, his mind was already preparing how to ask the old master for a spot… … 

He secretly made up his mind. When he could enter this platform, he could also do what Liu Shiyu, that 

waste Qing, could do! 

Chapter 393: Quota Storm (middle) 

 

At night, elder Li finally found a place to stay and shared a room with elder Tian. Brother Dog did not 

choose to stay with his relatives. Instead, he said that his fellow disciples had booked a room for him 

and left. 

Because he knew that the Liu family would definitely fight over the two quotas at night. With outsiders 

around during the day, the Liu family still had some sense of propriety. When they closed the door at 

night, they naturally could not hold it in. 

Brother Dog could not be bothered with this matter. Since it was left to the old master to make the 

decision, he might as well not be bothered by it. Even if the old master chose Liu Wenhao, whom he 

disliked the most, it was not a big deal. In any case, the so-called quota was actually a big scam. It was 

not a real gaming quota… 



As expected, at night, the Liu family did not return to their rooms. Instead, they crowded into the old 

master’s room to wait for the quota. At that moment, the second son of the Liu family began to explain 

the matter during the day… 

 

“Father, didn’t I do that for the Liu Family? “The fifth son of the Liu family is young and powerful, so we 

can’t let him control the Liu family. If he makes a joke like the Li family, how can we afford to lose face 

like this? “Moreover, if the quota is in his hands and he decides the candidates based on his personal 

preferences, when the time comes to choose this family, the other families will definitely not be 

convinced. When the time comes, the family will not be at peace!” 

Second brother said sincerely, “Shiyu is not close to us to begin with. When the time comes, won’t the 

families blame him and make things even more difficult? This matter is most suitable for you to make 

the decision, Old Man…” 

It was fortunate that brother dog was not here right now. If he were here, he would definitely roll his 

eyes. To be able to achieve such a feat for the benefit of his family, he was truly a talented person… … 

“Then second brother really has put in a lot of effort…”the aunt at the side sneered sarcastically, she did 

not care about the quota. She was a married woman and her child’s surname was not Liu. No matter 

how fair the old man was, he would never give the quota to her child. As the saying went, there was no 

desire without firmness.., he would say whatever he thought of based on his mood… 

“Little sister, do you have a problem with second brother’s Words?”Second Brother looked at the other 

party with a cold face. 

The little aunt sneered and was about to reply when the old man with a stern face shouted, “Enough!” 

The old man’s prestige at home was very high. Once he shouted, both sides did not dare to continue 

arguing. Old Man Liu covered his head and suddenly realized that giving him the choice of the quota was 

not a good thing. Although he did have face in front of outsiders, now that his children were all looking 

at him eagerly, he was suddenly in a dilemma… 

He could not help but think to himself, what a brat. Could it be that he was too lazy to trouble himself to 

kick this ball to me? 1 

However, looking at the looks of his children, if he did not give them an explanation today, he would not 

be able to sleep well. Therefore, he sighed and turned to look at his boss who had not spoken all this 

while. “Jianguo, how do you think this quota should be divided?” 

Ever since the Liu family was young, outsiders had always thought that the second son of the Liu family 

had performed the most outstanding. However, old master Liu had always thought highly of his eldest 

son. Now, the facts had proven that the pragmatic eldest brother was the true pillar of the family… 

When the silent eldest brother saw old master Liu asking him, his heart warmed slightly, he said in a low 

voice, “When it comes to cultivation, the most important thing is one’s talent in martial arts. I suggest to 

eliminate this option for those who are too old in the family or those who have already arranged their 

paths.” 



Elder Liu and the rest of the Liu family members nodded slightly when they heard this. The three 

generations of children who were too old, whether they were going into politics, business, or the army, 

had already arranged their paths in all aspects, after expending a lot of favors and resources, it was 

obviously not appropriate to ask them to suddenly change their path at this time. 

Moreover, as the eldest son of the Liu family, the three children under him who were the first to get 

married had basically already been set in stone. Once he said this, it could be considered that he had 

eliminated the possibility of his own children joining the sect. This kind of justice that set an example 

was… Immediately, some of the small-minded members of the Liu family had nothing to say at this 

time… 

Old Master Liu nodded in satisfaction. He was very satisfied with the eldest son’s words… … 

“Then, how do you think the candidate is suitable?” 

Liu Jianguo said, “In our family’s martial arts aptitude, the best on the surface is the second son’s Wen 

Hao…” 

When these words were said, the second son, Liu Jianye, immediately puffed out his chest. In the 

distance, Liu Wen Hao’s heart was also filled with excitement. He looked at his uncle gratefully. It was 

naturally the best for his family to take the initiative to ask for this recommendation spot… 

Second Brother also looked at his big brother and thought to himself, “My Big Brother really knows how 

to afford it…”. … 

However, the expressions of the other families were not very good. Third brother Liu Jianyao even 

frowned. He was not completely concerned about the quota, he just did not like Liu Wenhao’s 

character, in the past, he only felt that Liu Wenhao might be a little hypocritical. After the incident with 

the Yun family, he finally understood that this fellow was a person with a bad character. 

Even if he wanted to curry favor with the descendants of the aristocratic families, he couldn’t use his 

brother as a stepping stone. With this kind of character, if he really gained power, the Liu family might 

not be able to gain anything from him. It might even have the opposite effect… … 

Just as he was about to take the risk of offending his second brother’s family and say a few words.., he 

saw his boss continue, “But this is only on the surface. From the example of the sect valuing Shiyu, we 

can see that sometimes, talent doesn’t necessarily match with the surface performance. Take Shiyu for 

example. If he wasn’t valued by an expert, we might never know that he had the talent to cultivate, 

right?” 

The Liu family was stunned when they heard this. They did not know what their boss wanted to say, but 

when they heard that he did not intend to let Liu Wenhao go, they all nodded, “Big Brother is right…” 

Liu Wenhao’s expression changed when he heard this. He clenched his fists tightly and looked at his 

uncle with an unfriendly expression. The gratitude he felt earlier instantly disappeared without a trace… 

The second son of the Liu family’s expression also became a little unsightly. Following which, his voice 

turned cold as he said, “Then, Big Brother, what do you mean?” 



The eldest brother looked at the father and son who had changed their expressions in an instant, his 

tone was as calm as ever as he said, “That child Shiyu was valued because of his good aptitude. Then, I 

believe that that sect should have some means to measure his aptitude. I thought that it would be 

better for Shiyu to ask his sect’s elders to help our Liu family’s disciples who are suitable for cultivation 

to be measured. Whoever has good aptitude will go. This way, firstly, it would not waste resources. 

Secondly, this is also relatively fair. I believe that everyone doesn’t have anything to say, right?” 

“This…”many of the disciples looked at each other, for a moment, they couldn’t find any faults, and their 

hearts felt a little better. The only one who wasn’t in balance was Liu Wenhao. Although he was very 

confident in his own aptitude, who knew what criteria the sect used to determine his aptitude? 

The risk was obviously much greater than what he set for himself. He couldn’t help but secretly hate his 

uncle’s unnecessary actions. 

“Good!”Elder Liu nodded in satisfaction. “Let’s do as you say, Jianguo!” 

After the matter was settled, the Liu family members each returned to their own rooms. After all, the Liu 

family members had not arrived yet. This matter would definitely have to be done after the martial arts 

demonstration. There was no rush even if they wanted to… 

Because the room was tight, the eldest and third brother of the Liu family were in the same room. After 

Liu Jianguo returned to the room, he immediately smiled and said, “Eldest brother, you still have the 

rules. You didn’t see it just now. Second Brother’s expression is extremely ugly…” 

Jianchao looked at his younger brother, shook his head, and sighed. “You’re already over fifty years old, 

but you still can’t keep your cool. You want to go against second brother according to your character. 

Once we quarrel, will our old man still be able to sleep peacefully tonight?” 

“Hehe…”Liu Jianchao smiled embarrassedly when he heard that and said, “I just can’t stand second 

brother’s family. Not only do they do things unsightly, but they also have a dignified look on their faces. 

They’ve been like this since they were young.” 

“TSK!”Liu Jianchao immediately glared at his younger brother. Liu Jianchao hurriedly raised his hands 

when he saw the situation. “Okay, okay, okay. I Won’t say, I won’t say…” 

Liu Jianchao sighed, then, he shook his head and said, “Second brother has always been like that since 

he was young. When he grew up, he walked the path of business. Businessmen pursue profits and lose 

their minds. These years, he has been doing things without a bottom line. That Wen Hao, who was 

taught by a seedling… sigh…” 

He paused for a moment and then said, “But now, this is also a delaying tactic. Wen Hao has been 

practicing martial arts since he was young. Many internal martial arts masters say that his aptitude is not 

bad. I’m afraid that when the time comes, the test will most likely be his spot…” 

Liu Jianchao immediately frowned when he heard that. “This is really not a good thing. Wen Hao does 

things with no bottom line just like his father. He even cheated his own brothers. This is not even 

considered. Look at the third generation of children being led by him. Each and every one of them is 

becoming more and more unseemly…”. “…” 



“Let’s take it one step at a time…”Liu Jianchao sighed. “If that’s the case, we can’t do anything about it. 

We can’t afford to offend a family too badly, right?” 

“…” 

On the other side, Liu Wenhao and his son were sitting in the room with gloomy faces. 

After a long silence, Liu Wenhao asked in a deep voice, “Father, what should we do now?” 

“What else can we do?”Liu Jianye said in a bad mood, “We’ll test our aptitude later. Don’t you have 

confidence?” 

“It’s not a matter of confidence…”. “…”Liu Wenhao said in a deep voice, “Uncle’s method seems 

reasonable, but it’s full of loopholes. You should know that we’re all amateurs when it comes to testing 

our aptitude. We’ll just do whatever others say.” “… if Liu Shiyu, that kid, does something bad in the 

dark and deliberately goes to the sect to find a senior brother and sister to be an actor, he will say that 

my aptitude is average, so what can I Do?” 

“This…”Liu Jianye was stunned. He felt that what his son said was not unreasonable… … 

“So that’s what boss is thinking…”Liu Jianye’s expression suddenly became more and more gloomy, and 

then he said, “Wenhao, what do you think we should do now?” 

Liu Wenhao: “I mean tomorrow…” 

Chapter 394: Quota Storm (part two) 

 

“Are we really going to split the houses?”Early the next morning, elder Li and Li Goudan officially met 

up. The group of people were eating the expensive breakfast at the bottom of the restaurant, li Goudan 

looked at Chen Yutong, who was happily using his phone to choose a place, and asked curiously, “Which 

ring?” 

“Who Wants a house in Yanjing?”Chen Yutong waved his hand and said, “It’s dry, cold, and foggy. Since 

elder Li is willing to choose a place, of course, I have to choose a place with beautiful scenery. What do 

you think of Xiamen?” 

“Oh… that place is not bad…” 

Elder Li curled his lips when he heard that. He felt that the disciples of Luo Fu were very well-off. They 

did not have the demeanor of an immortal. If every disciple of Luo Fu wanted a house when they went 

down the mountain, then… It seemed that he had to apply for more funds… 

 

Speaking of funds, he thought of the damn expensive breakfast in front of him and could not help but 

sigh. The number one sect could not avoid having tacky times… … 

Elder Tian: “One Ma Yuan costs 100 yuan each. What’s the difference between this and robbing 

money?” 



“Sir, you have to understand…”the waiter who was carrying the soy milk smiled and said, “The 

transportation fees here are very expensive. There are usually few people around, so it’s only profitable 

once every three years…” 

“So you’re just going to kill them?”Elder Tian drank a mouthful of soy milk in annoyance. 

“Sir, you must be joking. This is not a scam. This kind of water and stuff comes from Kunlun. It has an 

immortal aura…” 

“Cheh, who are you fooling?”Elder Tian rolled his eyes in disdain. “It’s not like I’ve never seen a place 

that really has an immortal aura…” 

“Yo, there’s a place in this world that has an even more immortal aura than our Kunlun?” 

A deep and deep voice suddenly rang out. Anyone who heard it would know that it was a coarse voice. 

The few of them raised their heads and saw a tall and sturdy man wearing a Taoist robe from Kunlun. 

The man looked at elder Li and suddenly smiled. “Oh, it’s elder Li!”He didn’t stand on ceremony. After 

finding a seat, he took a bun and stuffed it into his mouth. 

Elder Li was stunned for a moment and nodded. “Priest Wang, long time no see…” 

“Who is this person?”Li Goudan, who was eating fried dough sticks, lowered his head and asked elder Li 

beside him. 

Elder Li took a bite of the sesame seed garden and said softly, “Wang Daoxin of Kunlun, the first disciple 

of the Twelve Golden Immortal Kings. He is the favorite to win the martial arts competition this time. 

You might be able to meet him in the arena this time…” 

“Old Man, do you think the place with Immortal Qi is their Luofu?”Wang Daoxin looked at elder Tian and 

said with a smile. 

Elder Tian sneered when he heard that. “Didn’t your master tell you about it?” 

“He really didn’t…”Wang daoxin laughed, “Forget it, when I get first place this time, I’ll naturally have a 

chance to visit their Luo Fu…”as he spoke, he ignored elder Tian, instead, he looked at Li Goudan and the 

other two, “Only the three of you will be participating in this year’s Luo Fu Competition?” 

Brother Gou lowered his head and ate his food, ignoring them. Meanwhile, Chen Yutong continued to 

pick out suitable low-end items from his new home on his phone. He was completely uninterested in 

this Wang Daoxin that had suddenly appeared. 

Only Li Goudan replied with a smile, “Is there a problem?” 

“Only three out of the ten spots have come, and they’re all still wet behind the ears. What’s wrong? Is 

there no one left for your Luo Fu?”Wang Dao Xin provoked him rudely. 

“There’s nothing I can do…”. “…”. Li Goudan laughed when he heard that. “The older senior brothers 

and sisters are too powerful. Sending them here seems like a little bullying. The taller one chooses the 

shorter one, so it’s the three of us. But now, it seems like it’s meaningless…”. “…” 

“Oh?”Wang daoxin sneered and said, “Why?” 



Li Goudan said, “If you are the favorite to win the championship at your level, then no matter who our 

sect chooses… it seems like they are bullying us…” 

“Ahem…”brother Goudan and the two old men beside him choked on their soy milk when they heard 

this. They couldn’t help but think to themselves, this Li Goudan usually acts like a little girl next door that 

makes people like him. They didn’t expect that he could be so incisive when he rebuked others… … 

As expected, when Wang Daoxin heard these words, his face instantly turned black like coal. He said 

coldly, “Girl, you really dare to say it…” 

“I’m just speaking the truth…”Li Goudan said as he used his chopsticks to stir the soy milk in boredom. 

Elder Li laughed bitterly and was about to open his mouth to persuade him. Looking at this situation, he 

was afraid that they would start fighting if he didn’t say a few more words. 

Just as he was about to speak, the phone suddenly rang. Elder Li was stunned for a moment, he turned 

on the caller ID and quickly said, “Little Zhao, Oh, is sect Master Qin finally here? Okay, okay, okay. Just 

bring her over. The other three little dolls are with me…” 

Li Goudan and the others were immediately diverted. Brother Dog was stunned for a moment and said, 

“Wei Lin… Cough Cough, are sect Master Qin and the old man’s subordinates together?” 

“That’s right…”. Old Man Li said strangely, “Your sect master seems to have not appeared for a long time 

and is quite curious about everything outside. At that time, she asked me for a guide, so I asked Xiao 

Zhao and the others to entertain her and take a look around. I didn’t expect that they would actually 

stroll around to Yunnan before the martial arts practice started. I thought that the person leading the 

team this time would be another elder. I didn’t expect Xiao Zhao to call and say that the person leading 

the team was her … … Why didn’t I quickly ask Little Zhao to send her over … .. 

Everyone:”…” 

Sect Master Qin? 

When Wang Daoxin, who was about to explode, heard this name, he immediately fell silent. He didn’t 

continue to tangle with the woman in front of him. It was obvious that he wanted to see the elegance of 

this so-called senior of the Luofu sect. 

This Qin Xuanji was the only other senior of the Luofu sect that appeared in the intelligence report. His 

strength was unfathomable. He heard from his master that even the Great Elder, who possessed the 

heaven overturning seal, had suffered under the other party’s hands. He still wanted to see such a 

person… … 

After about twenty minutes, a group of military off-road vehicles stopped outside the restaurant with a 

roar. It immediately attracted a crowd of people to watch. Then, under the protection of a group of 

soldiers, a woman in white slowly came out of the vehicle, once that appearance was revealed, the 

crowd of onlookers stood rooted to the ground. 

This made Little Zhao, who was guarding at the side, smile wryly. She had seen too many reactions from 

the people around her these days. To be honest, as a woman, escorting such an immortal-level woman 

every day, she felt like she was going to shut herself up… 



“What a beautiful woman!”Wang Daoxin suddenly stood up, his face full of excitement as he praised 

generously, “This is the kind of woman that a hero should have… I must marry her!” 

Brother Dog and the others rolled their eyes when they heard this. Just as they were about to mock him, 

an unexpected voice suddenly appeared… … 

“Aiya, Sect Master Qin, long time no see…” 

A man dressed in a formal suit with a refined appearance and a pair of glasses was the first to greet 

them. 

Li Goudan swallowed the steamed bun in his mouth with a mouthful of soy milk and said in a daze, “That 

person looks so familiar. eh? wasn’t he among the relatives of Your Liu family last night?” 

Brother Goudan covered his head speechlessly. The middle-aged man who was trying to curry favor with 

him was his second uncle… … 

He had actually noticed that Liu Wenhao and his father were following him just now. So, they were 

squatting here? 

However, he was very curious. What did they want to do by squatting and stopping their teacher? 

“Oh? You’re an elder of the Shiyu Family?”Wei Lin immediately recognized this middle-aged man whom 

she had only met once. 

“Oh, you still remember me, is really not very honored…”the middle-aged man said with a smile. 

“Do you want something from me?”He asked, smiling 

“AH, yes, there is something I would like to trouble you with…” 

———— 

A quarter of an hour later, the Liu family all gathered in the old man’s room, a group of people 

accompanied by smiling face at the same time all secretly revealed an angry look. 

“Immortal, it’s like this. Isn’t there two slots at Shiyu’s place? Our family has thought about it and 

decided to choose the two most talented ones among the younger generation. We didn’t hear that you 

were here, so we would like to trouble you to take a look…” 

Old Man Liu looked at his son and his heart turned extremely cold. He never thought that his second son 

would be so selfish! 

Chapter 395: Aptitude Test! 

 

The second son of the Liu family was right in his words, but unfortunately, the truth and what he said 

were two completely different things. 

The Liu family had indeed made this decision yesterday, but it was definitely not the right time to 

trouble the other party, because the younger generation of the Liu family had not yet arrived. The 

second son’s action was to deny the other disciples who had not yet arrived the opportunity! 



However, elder Liu could not refute this at this time because they had already been invited over. Elder 

Liu could not say, “This is a misunderstanding. Please wait for a few more days, senior immortal. I will 

trouble you again when I have gathered the younger generation.”? 

How could someone like him be teased by you like this? 

 

Second Brother’s method of acting First and reporting later was really decisive, and it really made elder 

Liu’s heart turn cold… 

He could finally see that this father and son pair would not care about the Liu family at all for their own 

interests… 

The other members of the Liu family could only be angry when they saw this scene. At this time, they 

naturally would not quarrel in front of the immortal. 

After brother dog heard second uncle’s words, he looked at the ugly expressions of the Liu family 

members and was immediately baffled. Then, he pulled his third uncle, whom he was more familiar 

with, from afar and said, “Third uncle, what’s the situation?” 

Liu Jianchao’s expression was unsightly as he explained the situation in a low voice. Then, he said 

gloomily, “Second Brother has gone too far this time…” 

After brother dog heard what had happened, he could not help but twitch his lips. He thought of the 

despicable things that Liu Wenhao had done.., immediately, he said coldly, “It’s really not like a family 

doesn’t enter the same house!”After pausing for a moment, he asked, “Who are the juniors who came 

this time?” 

“Not many…”Liu Jianchao said, “Your fourth uncle’s youngest son, Liu Xing, my son, Liu Kai, and the 

second son’s Liu Wenhao, these are the three people.” 

Brother Dog nodded when he heard that and looked at the scene. Then, he pointed at the fat girl who 

had been hiding next to his aunt and wearing a festive red coat. “Is that my aunt’s Daughter?” 

Liu Jianchao was stunned, he nodded and said, “AH, yes, it’s your aunt’s daughter. Her name is Zhao 

Zhixin… isn’t she cute? Last Time, your aunt didn’t bring her here during the New Year. This time, didn’t 

the family come to watch you play? Your aunt brought this girl along…” 

Brother Dog narrowed his eyes and lowered his head, thinking about something. 

“Just these few children?”Wei Lin looked at Liu Wenhao and the other two and smiled. 

“Eh… Sorry to trouble you, immortal…”Liu Jianye avoided the main point and smiled lightly. 

Feeling the gazes of the Liu family members that were about to tear him apart, he could not help but 

think to himself, son, this time I’ve offended the entire family. You must do your best! 

When his son said this plan last night, to be honest, he was still a little hesitant. However, his son’s 

analysis made sense. 



The flaw in the plan was too big. If Liu Shiyu was given enough time, there would definitely be a lot of 

room for maneuver. If he didn’t take advantage of this opportunity, what if Liu Shiyu really went to hire 

an actor. His son would probably never have such an opportunity again… 

This Qin Xuanji was their known senior of luofu, so his credibility was the highest. Presumably, Liu Shiyu 

didn’t have the ability to let his senior to act. In addition, Liu Shiyu didn’t know about the plan yesterday. 

He had directly brought him here just now, and didn’t give Liu Shiyu the chance to greet sect leader 

Qin… 

Now that he was in front of everyone, it was too late for Liu Shiyu to even think about cheating… … 

The method wasn’t bad, but the stakes were too high. Once his son wasn’t selected, he was afraid that 

his future days in the Liu family would be miserable. 

However, two out of three people… “…”. How could his son lose the selection? 

Liu Jianye thought so. 

At this moment, Liu Wenhao stood humbly at the back. He was extremely excited. He had finally 

reached this point. It was best if he and Liu Xing were selected together. 

Fourth Uncle’s two sons were the most determined to stand on his side. If they were selected together 

with him, he would have an extra arm. The worst case scenario was that he was not selected. The other 

two were selected. Then he had a way to get Liu Xing to give up his spot… … 

After all, this kid Liu Xing had something on him… 

In other words, he was almost certain to win now… … 

“Which one of you will go first?”Virion took out a crystal ball from his dimensional pocket and asked 

with a smile. 

“Let the younger brothers go first…”Liu Wenhao said with a modest face. 

The elders around them sneered and thought to themselves, ‘your father and son have done things so 

ruthlessly. Who are you trying to be humble for now?’? 

“Wait a minute…” 

Just as the youngest Liu Kai was about to go forward, Brother Dog suddenly spoke. 

Everyone immediately looked over. Liu Wenhao’s heart sank. He didn’t understand what this guy 

wanted to do in such a situation? 

Brother Dog had unknowingly moved to the side of the fat girl at Little Aunt’s house. Looking at the 

timid little girl, he stretched out his hand and grabbed the chubby pig trotter of the other party. He 

smiled and said, “Sect master, help this child take a test as well…” 

When these words came out, everyone from the Liu family was stunned. That little aunt was stunned for 

a moment before revealing a face full of surprise and joy! 

She had never thought that this matter would involve the matter of her family’s little girl… … 



“What nonsense are you making?”Liu Jianye immediately put on a stern look as if he was an elder, 

“Don’t tell me you want to give the quota to an outsider?” 

“You…”little aunt’s face froze when she heard that. Her face instantly turned white with anger. Brother 

Dog, who was beside her, picked up the fat little girl and said, “Isn’t little aunt’s child also of the Liu 

family’s bloodline? How can it be an outsider?” 

“That’s right!”The aunt looked at Liu Shiyu gratefully. Then, she glared at her second brother and said, 

“Look at you, an elder. What kind of B * Llshit are you talking about?” 

“You…”second brother’s face turned black. He was about to say something when elder Liu, who had 

been silent all this time, suddenly opened his mouth and said, “That’s enough!” 

Elder Liu stared at Liu Jianye coldly and said, “What are you going to do now?” 

Liu Jianye looked at his father’s cold gaze and his heart skipped a beat. He did not dare to say another 

word. 

“Come, Zhixin, stretch your hand out…”brother dog carried the chubby girl doll and moved to Weilin’s 

side. 

The chubby girl was obviously a little afraid. She turned around and looked at her mother. Seeing this, 

her aunt hurriedly said, “Listen to your brother, be good, don’t be afraid…” 

Only then did the little girl timidly press her chubby palm on the crystal ball. 

Immediately after, a dazzling white light lit up, and the traditional characters on the crystal ball 

appeared. 

Brother Dog was stunned. He had heard about the origin of this crystal ball from Wang Goudan. It was 

found on Taobao with 900 yuan. He did not expect it to have such a function? Wasn’t this too good and 

cheap? 

“Top-grade B!”Virien smiled. “The little girl’s aptitude is not bad. It’s very rare…” 

“Really?”When aunt heard this, she excitedly hugged her little girl and kissed her daughter’s chubby 

face! 

The little girl did not know why her mother was so happy, but she also giggled. 

Looking at such a happy mother and daughter, Liu Xing and Liu Wenhao’s expressions became very ugly. 

This sudden appearance of a person with good aptitude meant that it was very likely that he would 

snatch a spot… … 

This caused a gap to suddenly appear in the situation that Liu Wenhao was certain to win. Liu Wenhao 

immediately had a bad feeling in his heart. 

The other members of the Liu family revealed looks of envy… 

B low-grade! 



The test did not stop because of the excitement of the mother and daughter. Soon, Liu Kai began the 

second test. A white light flashed and the words “B low-grade”in traditional Chinese appeared on the 

crystal ball… … 

Seeing this, brother and Aunt Dog became more and more excited. As long as they tested another one 

whose aptitude was not as good as their daughter’s, then their little girl would have a good chance of 

entering the sect! 

“Your Liu family’s child’s aptitude is quite good…”virien smiled and said, “It’s rare to see two B grade 

aptitude consecutively…” 

“Immortal, you’re flattering me…”elder Liu quickly said, “I wonder what level this B grade aptitude is in 

the Cultivation World?” 

Merlin smiled and said, “If it is properly trained, it is not a big problem to become an Earth immortal. If 

there are some opportunities, even a heaven immortal will have a chance…” 

“Hiss! !”Elder Liu immediately sucked in a breath of surprise when he heard that. He did not expect that 

the third and youngest children actually had such good talent! 

He immediately made up his mind. Even if he was not selected this time, he had to think of a way to let 

them enter a sect. He could not waste such a good seedling… 

Liu Jianchao was also rubbing his hands in excitement. His son actually had the bearing of an Earth 

Immortal? No matter what, he had to fight for a spot for his son! 

“Next…”virien said with a smile. 

Liu Xing was about to step forward when Liu Wenhao, who had a modest look on his face just now, 

couldn’t hold it in anymore. He impatiently leaned forward and pressed on the crystal ball. 

Chapter 396: Old Master Liu’s decision 

 

“Lower-grade C?”Liu Wenhao stood rooted to the ground, his face full of disbelief… … 

Although he didn’t know the Cultivation Aptitude rating before, the Order of a, B, C, and D was easy to 

understand. The little girl in his aunt’s house was upper-grade b, the child in his third uncle’s house was 

lower-grade B, but he was a C, and it was lower-grade, too… It looked like the difference wasn’t just a 

little bit… 

How was this possible? 

“Immortal… is… is there a mistake?”Liu Wenhao asked nervously. 

 

When Wei Lin heard this, she raised the crystal ball in her hand and smiled. “This is our sect’s secret 

treasure, and it has never made a mistake in the past thousand years!” 



The corner of Brother Dog’s mouth twitched slightly when he heard this. He knew the origin of the 

crystal ball very clearly… … It had to be said that our base was really a bunch of drama queens… 

It made sense when he thought about it. That Dog Lord pretended to be an NPC and deceived tens of 

thousands of people… 

“But… Your sect is such a big sect. Do you really rely on such a crystal ball to choose disciples?”Liu 

Wenhao was still unwilling to give up. 

“Wenhao! !”Elder Liu’s face immediately turned gloomy as he said, “Don’t be rude! !” 

“It’s Alright…”. “It’s normal for people to be unwilling. This crystal ball tests the aptitude of the body to 

absorb spiritual qi. My Luofu’s cultivation method has more than a thousand, and it focuses on the five 

elements of the disciple’s innate ability, comprehension ability, and the system of absorbing spiritual Qi. 

Although the two children in the previous Test have good aptitude, they may not necessarily be 

compatible with my Luofu’s cultivation method.” … .. 

As soon as he said this, Liu Jianchao and his aunt Liu Xiaoli, who had already felt that they were stable, 

immediately tensed up! 

Seeing that their child’s fairy fate was in sight, and being said this, they only felt that their blood 

pressure had risen to the peak in an instant… 

Liu Wenhao’s eyes lit up when he saw this, and he hurriedly said, “Then, immortal elder, can you help us 

look at the other aspects of your aptitude…” 

Hearing this, virien shook her head slightly. “Other aptitudes require a certain amount of time to 

cultivate in order to see the results. It can be as short as three to five months, or as long as a few years. 

Moreover, the aptitudes to absorb spiritual Qi are the foundation of cultivation. No matter how good 

your bone structure is, or how special the five elements are, if your ability to absorb spiritual qi isn’t 

strong, then it’s all empty talk… … the so-called other aptitudes are all built on this …” 

As soon as these words were said, Liu Xiaoli and Liu Jianchao immediately let out a long sigh of relief. Liu 

Wenhao staggered back with a dazed look on his face… 

“I actually… my aptitudes aren’t good…”this result was completely unacceptable to Liu Wenhao… … 

“Alright…”Wei Lin smiled and said, “If there aren’t any other children who want to take the test, I’ll take 

my leave now. I’ve come in a rush, so I’m a little tired…” 

The other elders of the Liu family immediately became anxious when they heard this. Their own children 

might not be able to make the trip because of what second brother did, and they might not have the 

chance in the future. Since even that little chubby girl from the Xiaoli family had the chance.., their 

children might also be a good seedling? 

When they thought of this, the way they looked at Liu Wenhao and his son became even more 

unsightly! 

Liu Wenhao’s father felt the gazes of his relatives, and his face immediately turned pale. Now that he 

had offended all his relatives, this was the result… … 



Did this count as a total loss? 

As a businessman, he was not afraid of gambling. The prerequisite was that the benefits were big 

enough. As long as his child could enter the sect, no matter how much he had gone overboard this 

time.., old Master Liu, who prioritized the family, would never allow Liu Shiyu to suppress his son in the 

end. He would also definitely let the other disciples take this lying down. 

Therefore, as long as this matter was successful, everything would not be a problem. What he did not 

expect was that two out of three of his sons could actually lose the selection. Even if one was added 

later, he did not expect this kind of result! 

For a moment, he was a little lost. He did not know how to face the following situation… 

“I really have to trouble immortal master…”elder Liu heard this and immediately stood up respectfully to 

send him off. 

“Elder Liu, you’re too polite!”Wei Lin smiled and said, “Shiyu is a disciple that our sect values highly. This 

small matter is nothing to be ashamed of. It seems that you have a lot of things to deal with, so there’s 

no need to trouble yourself. I’ll take my leave now…” 

“No, no, no. Immortal Master can take out a secret treasure to help our Liu family find two cultivation 

juniors. It’s a great favor to the Liu family, so how can it be troublesome? In the future, immortal 

master, if you need anything from the Liu family, just let us know. We Won’t refuse!” 

After a moment of courtesy, elder Liu insisted on personally sending Wei Lin off. After about fifteen 

minutes, elder Liu returned to the room with the support of his boss, he stared coldly at the pale-faced 

Liu Jianye. “Second brother, what do you say now?” 

Liu Jianye immediately knelt on the ground with a blank expression. Liu Wenhao, who was standing 

beside him, also knelt on the ground when he saw the situation. He said first, “Grandpa, Aunties can’t 

take this spot!” 

“What are you talking about, you little bastard?”Liu Xiaoli’s face instantly turned ashen. 

Old Master Liu stopped his daughter from throwing a tantrum and asked calmly, “Why?” 

Liu Wenhao knew that this was his last chance, so he didn’t dare to neglect it, he quickly said, “Although 

my grandson’s talent is bad, he is still a member of the Liu family. If he can make some achievements 

after entering the sect, he can still give feedback to the Liu family. But aunt, this child is surnamed Yang! 

!” 

“You! !”Liu Xiaoli was so angry that her whole body was trembling, however, she didn’t know how to 

retort. That was indeed the problem in front of her. Originally, she didn’t intend to get involved in this 

matter, but since she knew that her child had the talent, if she couldn’t get in.., how could she be 

satisfied? 

Liu Wenhao ignored his aunt. Anyway, he had already offended her to death, so how could he care? He 

continued, “The two spots for Shiyu ignore talent…” 

Elder Liu took a sip of tea and nodded. “Even so, why did I choose you? You have neither talent nor 

character… if you ignore talent, all the Liu family members can go. Why would I want you to go?” 



Liu Wenhao choked and immediately became speechless. 

Elder Liu smiled. “I thought you could name a flower. It seems that you still don’t have the ability…” 

Liu Wenhao:”…” 

“Do you have anything else to say?”Elder Liu continued to ask. 

Liu Wenhao trembled as he tried his best to think of an excuse. He knew that if he missed this 

opportunity, he would not have a chance to turn things around… 

Suddenly, Liu Wenhao looked at Liu Shiyu, who was teasing his aunt’s fat man, and said, “Shiyu, you 

hired your tutor to act in this test, right?” 

Brother Dog’s heart skipped a beat when he heard that, and he thought to himself, how did this kid find 

out? 

However, he said with a serious face, “I didn’t…” 

“You definitely did!”Liu Wenhao jumped up when he heard that. 

Brother dog said expressionlessly, “Your father and son brought the sect master over early in the 

morning. I didn’t even get to say a word midway, so how can I communicate with the sect master? 

Besides, you think too highly of yourself. What kind of people do you think you are? Are you even 

worthy of my sect master acting? You have such a big face…”. “…” 

“You…” 

“Enough!”Elder Liu waved his hand to stop the two from arguing. “You don’t have to say anymore. This 

old man will make things clear to you today. Not to mention that you didn’t test out any aptitude today, 

even if you did, I will definitely not give you the spot!” 

Liu Wenhao was stunned when he heard that. He turned his head to look at his grandfather and asked in 

a daze, “Why?” 

“Of course it’s for the Liu Family!”Elder Liu sneered. “You and your father schemed all of this. I’m afraid 

that you think that as long as you pass the aptitude test, I will suppress all these things that you have 

done for the Liu family, right?” 

Liu Wenhao: “I’m not… we…”Liu Wenhao wanted to explain but was interrupted by elder Liu. “On the 

contrary, for the Liu family, I can’t let a person like you gain power!” 

Liu Wenhao:”…” 

Seeing the puzzled look on Liu Wenhao and his son’s face, elder Liu sneered: “You still can’t understand 

what the bond of a family is, why is the family able to focus resources on those with good aptitude? 

Why does the family trust that those with good aptitude will bring better feedback to the family? What 

is this unconditional trust? It was affection! Kinship! 

“It was because of this kinship that the family trusted you, so they concentrated their resources on you, 

hoping that you would go further in the future and lead the family, so that the children could live better. 

However, what you father and son are doing is trampling on this trust! “With your unscrupulous 



schemes against the character of the family, how can we believe that you will put the interests of the 

Family First after you succeed?” 

Liu Wenhao and his father were stunned by the old man’s question. 

The other members of the Liu family nodded in agreement. Then, they looked at the father and son in 

disdain. 

Elder Liu didn’t look at them anymore. Instead, he looked at his youngest daughter, Liu Xiaoli, and said, 

“Your child has the highest aptitude in the test… but her surname is Yang…” 

“Dad! !”Liu Xiaoli’s face immediately turned pale when she heard that. 

“But Shiyu is right. You are the daughter of the Liu family. Naturally, the child you gave birth to has half 

the blood of the Liu Family!” 

Liu Xiaoli nodded repeatedly when she heard that. 

“You can use the quota!”Elder Liu said solemnly, “But you can’t tell the Yang family. Can you do it?” 

Liu Xiaoli paused for a moment and then nodded. “Yes, I can. My daughter will definitely not let the 

Yang family know…” 

Even Brother Dog’s face twitched when he heard this. He thought to himself, “I don’t believe you at 

all…”. … 

Elder Liu Sighed. “There are some things that I won’t force my daughter to marry off. I also don’t intend 

to eat everything clean. If zhixin grows up and does well, he can also fight for two spots like Shiyu. My 

Liu family only wants one spot. The remaining one is up to you and your daughter. Treat it as a dowry. 

It’s up to you whether you want to keep it or give it to the Yang family. What do you think?” 

This… … The group of Liu family members looked at each other. They obviously had some complaints 

about this decision, but with elder Liu’s dignity, no one dared to say anything… 

Not only could they not change the outcome, they might even be hated by Liu Xiaoli. If her daughter 

could really fight for a spot in the Liu family in the future, they could not offend her now… 

Liu Xiaoli immediately bit her lip when she heard that. She looked at her strict old father and finally 

could not help but cry, “Thank you, Father! !” 

“You’re already so old, why are you crying?”Old Liu rolled his eyes at his daughter, then he looked at 

brother dog, “Shiyu, tomorrow you will report your third uncle’s child and Zhixin’s name to your sect. 

From now on, you must take good care of your younger brothers and sisters in the sect, understand?” 

“Ah, I know!”Brother Dog immediately hugged the fat girl with a smile. Looking at the fat girl’s giggling 

face and Liu Wenhao and his father’s dejected look, Brother Dog’s mood suddenly became exceptionally 

good… … 

Chapter 397: The Rules of Karakorum martial arts practice 

 



The day before the competition, almost all the teams that were supposed to arrive had arrived. The 

town was indeed a gathering place. The cultivation celebrities that elder Li could not normally see had 

all appeared in the town to stroll around. 

He songzi from Wudang, Tian Yunzi from the Celestial Master sect, Daoist Chi Mei from Emei, and so on 

were all big shots in the cultivation world. Usually, even if elder Li wanted to visit them, he might not be 

able to… 

At this moment, all of them sat beside elder Li, and elder Li knew that all of this was because of the 

Luofu sect master beside him! 

The elders of the few sects curiously sized up this newly emerged sect elder. 

 

Back then, the Twelve Golden Immortals of Kunlun, together with Patriarch Daluo, had come out of the 

mountains. It could be said that their lineup was not small. Even the tightly shut huangjue temple would 

not be able to withstand such a lineup. However, they did not expect that this newly-emerged sect could 

actually make Kunlun return empty-handed… 

Although it seemed that Kunlun’s martial arts practice was still the main focus, those who understood 

knew that the patriarch of Kunlun had personally come out of the mountains, and he definitely did not 

just want this result… … 

And to be able to win this situation from the hands of the Patriarch of Kunlun, this sect called Luofu was 

definitely extraordinary! 

“Sect Master Qin, I heard that Kunlun sect has given your sect ten spots, but why are there only three 

people from your sect?”The one who spoke was elder Luo from Kongtong. He looked rough and 

cultivated the physical body technique, his manner of speaking was also straightforward… 

Wei Lin smiled slightly. “Most of the disciples are cultivating in the mystic realm and can’t be disturbed 

for the time being. Only the three of them are suitable for free disciples…” 

“Oh? Is Your Sect’s mystic realm too big or has too few disciples?”Elder Luo continued to ask. 

“Both…”Wei Lin was not annoyed and smiled gently. “It’s a fact that the mystic realm is too big, and it’s 

a fact that there are too few disciples in the sect…” 

Such a straightforward answer made it difficult for elder Luo to continue to make things difficult for him. 

He rubbed his head and smiled. “Hehe, sect leader Qin is a straightforward person…” 

“Although your sect has few disciples, your ability to teach others has made me admire you!”Elder er 

mei smiled and said, “That child from the Liu family is only in his early twenties, right? “Even if you have 

reserved that child from your mother’s womb, his current cultivation level is indeed a little exaggerated, 

right?” 

Once these words were said, the surrounding elders also fell silent. They had also heard about the 

incident on the street yesterday. That child from the Liu family broke Yan Wushuang’s arm and pushed 

back Hong Tianlu with one palm. There was no need to doubt his level. He must be an Earth immortal. A 

child in his twenties was indeed a little exaggerated… … 



Faced with this problem, Wei Lin, who had already prepared a rough draft, naturally did not panic, he 

said lightly, “These three children have good opportunities. There are some places in the mystic realm 

where time passes very slowly. It has only been less than a day outside, but it may have already been a 

year inside, and their bodies will not age…”. “…” 

“There’s such a place?”The elders were stunned. Didn’t this sound like the Immortal Palace? 

“Doesn’t that mean they can live forever?”Someone asked in disbelief. 

“Those places can’t last long…”Merlin drank the hot tea and continued to make up stories, “They 

disappear like bubbles every once in a while. It’s very magical. I, Luofu, have studied for thousands of 

years, but I still can’t grasp the law…” 

“I see…”the few elders looked at each other and nodded solemnly. Although it sounded incredible, it 

seemed to explain why a 20-year-old baby had the cultivation of an Earth immortal. 

Among the elders, the Sky Mountain sect’s sect master lowered his head when he heard that. He 

thought to himself, “Could it be that the opportunity that my precious disciple got was this?”? 

“Sect Master Qin, since your sect has guarded this mystic realm for so many years, why did you come 

out this time and are willing to share it with us?”Wudang he songzi asked curiously. 

As the oldest among the elders present, his thoughts were even more meticulous. While he was 

surprised by the mysteriousness of the mystic realm mentioned by the other party, he was also the first 

to have doubts. 

Wei Lin sighed and said, “This mystic realm is not just a good thing. On the contrary, it is extremely 

dangerous. Although I, Luofu, have enjoyed its benefits for thousands of years, I have also taken on its 

risks independently and guarded the mystic realm to prevent the things inside from coming out. And 

now, My Luofu disciples are becoming more and more withered. It is obvious that I can no longer bear 

this heavy responsibility. Now that I have taken it out, I have no choice but to do it…”. “…” 

“This… What’s inside? What is it?”Everyone asked curiously. 

“When you bring your disciples there, we will explain it to you in detail…” 

The elders looked at each other and nodded. Although they still had doubts in their hearts, they were 

slightly convinced by this explanation. After all, there were pros and cons to the principle of everything… 

“Speaking of quotas, this year’s competition is probably the biggest in history…”. Elder er mei sighed. “I 

heard that the three sons of Kunlun have all come out of seclusion this time. In addition, the children of 

the Situ family and the Wang family have also broken through. There are five Earth Immortals alone. I’m 

afraid that Kunlun is full of energy this time.” … .. 

“Who says so… I don’t know how many seats we can snatch this year…”the elders beside him sighed. 

Clearly, they were a little envious of their prosperous children. 

Elder Tian was stunned and asked elder li curiously, “Elder Li, what does this mean?” 

“The quota of the mystical realm…”elder Li explained in a low voice, “According to the rules of the 

Kunlun martial arts practice, you enter the mystical realm 32 times from the top down!” 



“This rule… Sounds Fair!”Elder Tian muttered. 

“Fair my ass!”Elder li said unhappily, “The number of people is set by Kunlun. Each sect is ranked 

according to their strength, and the quota of the Kunlun martial arts practice is limited. For example, 

Wudang is a thousand-year-old sect, and the quota is 10. Yunshan was shortlisted last year, so there are 

only three slots, but Kunlun has 30 as the host…”. “…”. “…” 

“This…”elder Tian was stunned for a moment, then he chuckled and said, “This… is reasonable. After all, 

the mystical realm belongs to someone else…” 

“Reasonable?”Elder li sneered, “Do you think there are no disputes after entering the mystical realm? 

What good things do the disciples of many sects see when they enter the mystical realm? Is it a friendly 

division?” 

Elder Tian suddenly came to a realization when he heard that. So it was like this. In other words, the 

more people who entered the sect, the more competitive they would be in the mystical realm. In this 

way, the thirty places in Kunlun would be too advantageous… … 

The two of them did not speak loudly, but the people sitting around them were all top experts. 

Naturally, they heard everything clearly. Among all of them, the one who had the most bitter expression 

after hearing elder Li’s words was the sect leader of the Cloud Mountain sect. 

His disciples from the previous batch had performed extremely well and had taken the first place, but so 

what? Only two disciples had been shortlisted. They had entered alone, so they basically did not get 

anything good. And now, with the addition of the Luofu mystic realm, they had caught up with the 

spiritual tide of the Kunlun mystic realm. 

This made the big sects go all out. They even brought out their ace disciples. The competition was like 

the difference between heaven and earth compared to the last round. Even though there were five 

more spots, but this year, to be able to enter two spots like the last round, he felt like he was burning 

incense! 

Therefore, he was also very curious. What did this Luofu Mean? He clearly gave ten spots, but only sent 

three people. They wouldn’t believe that there was no one. was he not worried that his disciples 

wouldn’t be able to get the spots? 

Chapter 398: Acquaintances 

 

In the Kunlun Taoist Palace, the ancestor of the Situ clan slowly walked to the Kunlun sword pool. The 

Kunlun sword pool was a natural cold pool used to raise swords in Kunlun. The water in the pool was so 

cold that it penetrated one’s bones. Even on a hot summer day… Ordinary disciples couldn’t stay in the 

pool for more than fifteen minutes… … 

But now, Situ Xue had been practicing in the pool for five whole days! 

“Enough!”A cold voice sounded. 

However, Situ Xue was still practicing her flowing water sword intent as if she didn’t hear it. At this 

moment, under her sword intent, the cold air in the pond turned into water, like a torrential stream. 



 

Whoosh! 

Suddenly, a sword light flashed, like a waterfall falling from the sky. It instantly interrupted Situ Xue’s 

stream and merged with her opponent’s water force. Then, it disappeared into thin air. 

As the water disappeared, situ Xue looked at her empty hands in a daze. Apparently, her long sword had 

been swept away. 

“By abusing yourself like this, will you be able to catch up with Mu Yunji?”That cold voice was filled with 

a stern question. 

Situ Xue bit her lips and lowered her head without saying a word… 

A few days ago, elder Xiao returned with a piece of news that shocked Situ Xue: Mu Yunji had reached 

the Earth immortal realm! 

Situ Xue’s first reaction was that it was impossible! 

But after she calmed down, she knew that it was most likely true because elder Xiao was determined 

that he would not use such a thing to deceive her… … 

But why was it like this? 

Just a few months ago, when she met the other party, they were only evenly matched… … 

Why did the other party jump so far in just a few months? 

After hearing the news, Situ Xue stayed in her room for two whole days without moving. It was only on 

the third day that she reacted and started to cultivate crazily in the sword pool… 

Elder situ looked at his junior who looked like he had lost his soul, he sighed and said, “You’re nineteen 

this year, and you’re already at the Upper Xiantian realm. Your talent in the Situ family tree is one of the 

best. Mu Yunji cultivated for ten years before you…” 

“Three years ago… you said the same thing to me…”Situ Xue bit her lips and said, “At that time, she was 

the same as me, but now she’s an Earth Immortal!” 

“You Child…”elder Situ glared at her. Situ Xue subconsciously shrank in fear, but in the end, she still 

bravely faced her ancestor. 

Looking at the stubborn little girl, elder situ sighed secretly. He couldn’t help but think to himself, “If it 

weren’t for my bloodline, I would have killed you…”. 

“Mu Yunji is lucky to be at the Earth immortal realm, and it’s not like you don’t have a chance…” 

Hearing this, Situ Xue’s eyes lit up and she raised her head! 

Seeing that her junior was energetic, she sighed slightly. Indeed, she had to use the method of a child to 

coax a child. 



“Mu Yunji was valued by Luo Fu in City C and was lucky to enter the mystic realm. There are some 

magical places in the Luo Fu mystic realm that are different from the passage of time here. She 

cultivated for ten years in there, and maybe only a few days have passed here. Moreover, her body 

doesn’t age, which is very magical. Mu Yunji was lucky to enter such a place, which is why she has her 

current realm!” 

“So it’s like that?”Situ Xue suddenly understood. She had said that when they had met a few months 

ago, their realms were almost the same… 

“Really, forefather? There’s such a place?”Situ Xue said excitedly. 

Elder situ nodded slightly, but she was not sure whether this was true or not. After all, this information 

was only obtained from the conversation between Qin Xuanji and elder Wudang in the morning, as for 

whether Mu Yunji had gotten such an opportunity, it was actually her guess. 

Of course, this was also to stabilize her child’s temperament and let her understand that the reason why 

mu Yunji pulled away was not because of her high aptitude, but because her luck was better than hers. 

Sure enough, after hearing this explanation, Situ Xue’s complexion was obviously much better. 

Seeing that elder Situ had decided to add more fuel to the fire.., he said in a low voice, “This time, 

Kunlun and Luofu are cooperating. The top 32 will not only be able to enter Kunlun mystic realm, but 

also Luofu mystic realm. This is also your chance. If you can find a place like Mu Yunji in Luofu mystic 

realm, you will also have a chance to reach her level!” 

After saying this, Situ Xue’s face immediately lit up. 

“However, the martial arts demonstration this time is different from the previous one. There are more 

than ten Earth immortal realm cultivators from each sect. Even those in the Xiantian realm are as strong 

as the clouds. It’s not easy to get a spot. Do you understand?” 

“I understand!”Situ Xue was excited. “I won’t let you down!” 

“Well…”seeing that his disciple was finally energized, elder situ heaved a sigh of relief. … 

He couldn’t help but sigh. Kids nowadays are really hard to coax… … 

Meanwhile, Situ Xue’s eyes were burning with fighting spirit as she thought to herself, ‘Luofu mystic 

realm?’? ‘Mu Yunji, I won’t let you walk in front of me all the time!’! 

.. 

“AH… CHOO! !” 

In the distance, Mu Yunji had just arrived at the mouth of Kunlun Mountain when she felt an 

inexplicable coldness from afar and sneezed twice. 

Lu Xingfeng asked with concern, “Junior sister, are you infected with the cold?” 

“Earth immortal realm warriors can be infected with the cold?”Lu Chenshuang said sarcastically, “It’s 

really new…” 



Mu Yunji shook her head and avoided her senior brother’s concerned look. 

“I’m afraid that someone is thinking about senior sister, right?”Lu Chenshuang continued to tease her. 

Hearing this, Mu Yunji’s face turned red, and then she glared at the other party. “You’ve recovered well 

from your injury. Why Are You So Energetic?” 

“TSK, why do you care?”Lu Chenshuang rolled her eyes at Lu Xingfeng. 

Lu Chenshuang did not challenge Mu Yunji. Instead, she chose Lan Chen from the White Cloud Peak. Lan 

Chen’s strength was not ordinary. She was lucky to win, but she also suffered some internal injuries. 

Although her sect had been doing their best to help her recover these past few days.., her breathing was 

still not smooth. 

The reason why they came so late this time was because of her injuries. When Mu Yunji mentioned this, 

she immediately felt that it was not right for her to continue provoking them since she had slowed down 

the team’s progress… 

However, Lu Xingfeng frowned slightly. He noticed a detail. When Lu Chenshuang said that someone 

missed her, he saw a hint of shyness in the eyes of this usually cold junior sister of his… 

This expression was something he had never seen before… 

Could it be… 

When he thought of that possibility, Lu Xingfeng’s heart suddenly tightened, and an extremely 

uncomfortable feeling welled up in his heart… 

Mu Yunji had been adopted by the sect master’s Martial Uncle since she was young, and he had 

watched her grow up. Such a beautiful and talented junior sister, he had long thought of her as his ideal 

dual cultivation partner on the spot, but he had not expected that she would only be out for half a year, 

she had actually been plucked by someone else? 

At the thought of this possibility, Lu Xingfeng felt the kind of grievance that Linghu Chong had in wuxia 

novels… 

Just as he was thinking about it, an extremely gentle and charming voice sounded from the mountain 

pass. 

“Welcome to Kunlun!” 

This voice was extremely gentle and charming. Those who knew a little about it immediately realized 

that the woman who spoke was obviously someone who had practiced enchantment. When Mu Yunji 

looked up, her gaze immediately became complicated… 

Li Xiaoqian… 

Chapter 399: Li Xiaoqian’s current situation 

 

“I heard that you went to the Mountain Gate This Morning?” 



In a hidden stone room, Li Xiaoqian was meticulously concocting the temperature of the medicinal bath 

and the concentration of the medicinal liquid. At this moment, the one who spoke was elder Li, who had 

already taken off his clothes. 

This elder Li looked old, but after taking off his clothes, his body did not look old at all. His blood was full 

and his muscles were firm. He was much more beautiful than a young and fit coach. 

In addition, the Yang energy emitted from his body made Li Xiaoqian, who had cultivated the 

enchantment, feel weak all over… … 

 

“Um…”Li Xiaoqian nodded slightly. “Let’s go and see what those heroes of the major sects look like…” 

“Oh?”Elder Li smiled. “What do you think?” 

“I haven’t seen anyone comparable to Langjun…”Li Xiaoqian smiled sweetly. 

“Haha!”Elder li laughed and pulled Li Xiaoqian into the water. Li Xiaoqian cried out in surprise and 

instantly attached herself to elder Li’s chest like a frightened rabbit. Feeling her hot chest, her whole 

body suddenly felt like melting… 

Just as Wang Chengbo had expected, even if Li Xiaoqian knew the truth, she would still choose this 

path… 

Li Xiaoqian indeed hesitated for a while, but at that time, she did follow Kunlun’s team, so she decided 

to take a gamble in the end. 

To be honest, this time, she felt that her gamble was not a failure… … This elder Li was one of the few 

heaven immortal elders in Kunlun. Although his status was not as high as the twelve gold immortals, he 

was definitely one of the top among the ordinary elders, and he was very likely to be promoted to a gold 

immortal… 

It was not the first time that he had sold his body. When he was working in the bank, the leader was old 

and wretched. Not to mention that he was a pervert for only five seconds, but he still had to serve him 

with a smile on his face? 

And this person in front of him, although he was also an old man, was handsome. He looked much 

better than the old entertainers like Chen Daoming, and his body was more powerful than a few young 

people combined… … 

It didn’t seem bad to serve such an old man… … 

Elder Li looked at the shy Li Xiaoqian with satisfaction and said with a smile, “Really?” 

This Li Xiaoqian was more outstanding than he had imagined. Not only did she have a special system, 

but her charm was also excellent. Moreover, the five elements of her spirit body were water, which was 

most suitable to nourish cultivators like him who had vigorous yang flames. He had even considered 

cultivating her as a dual cultivation partner… … 



“Of course it’s true…”Li Xiaoqian said with a smile, “Those genius disciples are just good seedlings to put 

it nicely. A Philistine woman like me would naturally lean toward a man like you who has already grown 

into a big tree…” 

“Hehe, you’re so honest!”Elder Li chuckled. 

At his level, who wasn’t a genius back then? For a woman who knew how to choose, would you choose a 

top student who graduated from Tsinghua University or Peking University, or a man who already had a 

successful career and drove a Porsche? 

Those who knew how to choose obviously knew how to choose… 

Li Xiaoqian’s answer made elder Li very satisfied. He knew very well that this woman valued his strength, 

but he also valued the other party’s physique, so they both got what they wanted, moreover, he also 

had enough confidence in his ability to control the other party’s strength! 

Thinking of this, he felt a surge of pride in his heart. He tore open Li Xiaoqian’s clothes and began to ask 

for it. 

Li Xiaoqian immediately began to moan… 

But in her seductive eyes, there was an inexplicable look that day. 

Today… she saw Yunji Mu… 

Li Xiaoqian had gained quite a lot, much more than the average cultivation disciples. Due to her special 

constitution, elder Li treated her better and better. He had brought her out openly many times and 

never avoided her, some of elder Li’s disciples had begun to treat her as their master’s wife, 

the top disciples of Kunlun looked down on her, but that was only a small group of people. Who would 

dare to criticize her in front of the ordinary disciples, including the inner sect disciples? 

With elder Li’s personal guidance and the generous support of all kinds of tonics, Li Xiaoqian’s path of 

cultivation advanced by leaps and bounds… 

Everything she gained seemed to be proportional to her efforts. If it was in the past, she might have 

been complacent, but humans were afraid of comparison… … 

If Yunji Mu didn’t appear, she might continue to be intoxicated with what she had gained… … 

She also knew that Yunji Mu had become an Earth immortal… 

Situ Xue in Kunlun had never looked at her in the eye, but for Yunji Mu, she had been in seclusion in the 

sword pool for five days… … 

Most importantly, in Li Xiaoqian’s eyes, Yunji MU’s opportunity should have been hers! ! ! 

Wang Chengbo was once as obedient as a dog. As long as she was willing, he would be willing to pluck 

the stars in the sky for her. However, just when the other party had the ability to pluck stars, this 

woman snatched it away! 

When she thought of this, Li Xiaoqian’s heart was filled with unwillingness! 



Two B * tches! ! 

———- — 

“Achoo!”Wang Chengbo, who was eating breakfast in the small town at the foot of Kunlun Mountain, 

suddenly sneezed. He was very sensitive as he looked around. He kept feeling that a malicious intent 

was cursing him… … 

Young Master Huang, who had been sprayed with soy milk, looked at him speechlessly and said, 

“Chengbo, do you know how expensive this soy milk is?” 

“No… I’m sorry, Boss…”Wang Chengbo quickly took out a tissue to wipe the other party’s face with an 

apologetic look… 

“This waste will be deducted from your next month’s salary…” 

“Ah?”Wang Chengbo immediately put on a bitter face when he heard that. “Boss, you don’t have to be 

so harsh on a small employee like me with your wealth, right?” 

“What do I have?”Young Master Huang Glared at him. “I almost sold my underwear to run that game of 

yours. Don’t you see that your boss has been reduced to wearing metersbonwe?” 

“Boss is indeed a rich man… I’m only willing to buy this brand during the New Year…” 

“Are you complaining that your salary is too low?”Young Master Huang sneered. 

Wang Chengbo laughed dryly. “Boss, no matter what, we are people who do big projects. This salary is 

indeed a little inappropriate. Look, I can’t even afford metersbonwe. Wouldn’t it be a disgrace to you to 

discuss projects with you?” 

“Heh!”Huang Shao immediately laughed out of anger. “You made it sound so miserable. You actually 

have the money to come all the way here to watch the competition. That’s great…” 

“You have to spend money to pick up girls…” 

“You really have the guts to say that…”young master Huang looked at him strangely. This kid really 

dared to chase after Yun Ji Mu. Where did his confidence come from? 

“Young Master Huang, didn’t you say that Li Xiaoqian isn’t worth it for me to be like that? Is there any 

better girl in the world? I deeply agree now…” 

Young Master Huang:”…” 

What should I say? Just like how a loser in school would lick the shoes of the class Belle every day. In 

order to make him give up on becoming a dog-licker, I told him to look at the wider world. In the end, he 

decided to pursue a national goddess? 

Can you have some B * tches? 

Chapter 400: Who Is this idiot? 

 



On the afternoon of the day before the competition, Kunlun announced the name list of their 

opponents. When the major sects saw this name list, they felt a rush of blood rush to their throats… … 

Although they could do whatever they wanted as long as they had the strength, wasn’t this a little too F 

* cking shameless? 

Kunlun had thirty names for the competition, but there wasn’t a single person who crashed into each 

other in the name list. On the contrary, all the major sects basically had names for the Civil War. It was 

rare for there to be no civil war, and the opponents were all the stronger players of Kunlun. 

This arrangement could be said to be shameless… 

 

The leaders of the sects were fuming with anger, but they could do nothing… … 

At the Wudang Branch: 

As the immortal sect with the most spots outside of Kunlun, it was naturally targeted. Three of the ten 

spots were civil wars, and the remaining four were not weak. Fortunately, Kunlun still had some face, 

they did not let the trump cards of the various sects face each other in the first wave. Otherwise, even if 

Kunlun was powerful, the various sects would probably gather together to make a fuss! 

Elder he songzi was faced with such naked targeting, but he was not as flustered and exasperated as the 

other sects. As a 300-year-old cultivator of the older generation, his cultivation and mental state had 

already reached an extremely high level. Knowing that things had come to this point, it was useless to be 

ineffectual and furious… 

Therefore, he looked at the Wudang Juniors and said in a calm tone, “Qinghe, Yan Yan, Yu Shuang, for 

the benefit of my Wudang, I’ll have to trouble the three of you…” 

The three disciples who were called trembled when they heard this. Then, they lowered their heads with 

an unwilling expression and said respectfully, “I understand…” 

When the sects performed martial arts, each of them had their own level of strength. They basically 

knew who would win in a fight. Indeed, they did not need to continue fighting in the Kunlun martial arts 

practice to waste their own people’s energy… … 

It was not difficult to understand that the best way to fight in an internal battle was to let the ball go. 

However, when they thought that they were not fated to enter the mystic realm, the three of them still 

felt somewhat unwilling… … 

After all, this was not only the Ling dynasty, but also two secret realms! ! 

He Songzi looked at the unwilling expressions of the three juniors and sighed slightly in his heart. 

However, he also knew that it was useless to comfort them too much at this time, thus, he turned to the 

other four disciples and said, “Although you guys are not in an internal battle, the risk this time is even 

greater. Qingfeng, Qingchen, the two of you are meeting the two brothers of the Kunlun Yan family. 

Both of them are tough opponents among the third generation disciples of Kunlun, and their cultivation 

techniques are incomparably overbearing. This is your first time participating in a competition, so there 

is no need to force yourself on many things. You must not damage your own foundation…”. “…” 



“I know…”the two quickly replied. 

He songzi nodded, he then looked at the other two. “Qing ‘er, you are fighting fang Xiaoyan of Maoshan. 

Although he is the disciple of the true sect’s Maoshan Talisman, his cultivation is still far from his eldest 

brother’s. As long as you don’t underestimate your opponent, you won’t be worried. On the contrary, 

Yun ‘er…” 

After saying this, he looked at a disciple beside him. That disciple had a straight face and looked like a 

child. It was hard to imagine that such a child-like person would represent Wudang to participate in the 

Kunlun martial arts competition. 

“Senior brother… My opponent is just a little girl. What do you have to worry about?”That disciple said 

nonchalantly. 

As soon as he said this, outsiders would definitely be stunned. What was he songzi’s seniority? Such a 

little kid actually called him senior brother? 

However, the Wudang disciple did not seem to be surprised at this address. It was obvious that he was 

used to it… … 

Nie Liuyun, the last disciple of the grand celestial elder of Wudang, was only thirty years old, but he had 

already entered the Earth immortal realm. Although his realm was not as high as Wang Qing’s, his 

potential and talent were more valued by the elders, he was the second trump card of the Wudang 

disciples other than Wang Qing! 

“Don’t be careless…”. Elder he shook his head with a solemn expression and said, “This Luofu is a mystic 

realm sect. It’s his first time participating in the competition, but he only sent three disciples. If he 

doesn’t have other plans, then he must have absolute confidence in these three disciples “… ” 

After a pause, he continued, “Li Jiayi’s Dao name is green sparrow. Although she doesn’t have much of a 

reputation in the country, she’s currently in the limelight overseas. She single-handedly defeated four 

team leaders of the Kagura Legion and even killed two of them. Every country’s transcendent powers 

have already placed her on their most dangerous list!” 

“Is it that exaggerated to kill two Japanese captains?”Nie Liuyun said disapprovingly. 

“Don’t look down on those people outside…”he songzi looked helplessly at his junior brother who had 

never suffered a setback before, he sighed softly, “If those captains of Hongri were placed in Huazhong 

territory, they might not be a match for them if they were not at the level of Earth Immortal…” 

“Oh?”Wang Qing suddenly chimed in, “That Li Jiayi is only in her early twenties according to the 

information, but she is already an Earth Immortal?” 

Wang Qing clearly said this on purpose. As expected, Nie Liuyun, who had a casual look on his face, 

could not sit still after hearing this. “Twenty years old? That’s impossible…” 

As a rare genius in Wudang in a hundred years, it was already an incredible achievement for him to be 

able to cultivate to the earth immortal realm in his thirties. He knew very well how difficult it was. In his 

early twenties? He didn’t believe it even if he started cultivating in his mother’s womb! 



He songzi saw the effect of provoking him. He didn’t plan to tell him about the mysterious grotto-

heaven mentioned by Sect Master Luofu Qin in the day, instead, he said in a deep voice, “The world is 

big, and there are all kinds of strange things. Do you really think you are unparalleled just because you 

have a little talent? Isn’t that kid from the Liu family in the capital only in his twenties? Can you force 

Hong Tianlu back with one palm?” 

“How do you know that I can’t do it without fighting?”Nie Liuyun was immediately unconvinced. 

“Then let’s Watch Tomorrow…”as the elder spoke, he slightly closed his eyes and began to recuperate, 

causing Nie Liuyun to hold his breath in his heart. In his heart, he only hated the fact that time passed 

too slowly, and he couldn’t wait to go on stage in the next second to prove himself! 

Wang Qing looked at his youngest martial uncle and smiled bitterly in his heart. His youngest martial 

uncle had been cultivating in the mountains since young. Because of his extremely high talent, even if he 

cultivated a martial arts technique like Wudang, which he had accumulated over a long period of time, 

he was still able to make rapid progress, and was highly sought after in the mountains. 

Life is too smooth, this does not seem to be a good thing… . . 

To tell the truth, he was even looking forward to the Luofu’s girl doll to frustrate his little uncle… . . 

———- 

“Hey, son of a bitch, here, Here!” 

A restaurant hall, Li Goudan far away to see the cloud herder quickly beckoned way. 

“The dog egg is what Ghost?”The Lu Chen Shuang of the side looks at the clouds ji road with 

astonishment. 

Yun Ji immediately covered her forehead. Back in the base, everyone had a screen name on their heads, 

so she didn’t appear to be unique. Hence, the Lord asked her to pick one. 

She originally wanted to pick an Internet name that was a little bit more popular, so she consulted 

Goudan Wang. However, she didn’t expect that she would immediately encourage Goudan Li to join 

Goudan’s army, forcing her to change her screen name to Goudan Mu… … 

It wasn’t a big deal if her name was a little weird in the game. After all, there were many names that 

were more ridiculous than hers, but when it came to the real world, especially when it came to her 

fellow disciples, her image would be a little tarnished… … 

Sighing, yun-ji mu walked over and said softly and angrily, “Do you guys use Internet names when you 

greet people outside?” 

“Uh… why not?”Li Goudan said innocently… … 

Mu Yunji’s eyelids twitched. Just as she was about to say something, Lu Xingfeng, who had been silent 

all this while, suddenly walked over and asked with a slight frown, “Junior sister, do you know 

someone?” 

“Yes…”Mu Yunji nodded gently. 



Hearing this, Lu Xingfeng said with a straight face, “When you go out to make friends, you have to be 

careful. You Don’t want to meet all kinds of people. It’s not proper to meet people in public.” 

The corner of Mu Yunji’s mouth twitched. She felt helpless in front of her senior brother who liked to 

put on airs, but she suddenly felt that something was not right. Because from what she knew,. Those 

two bastards in the base did not seem to be people who were willing to suffer losses… 

Sure enough, in the next second, that Li Goudan hooked his arm around Mu Yunji’s shoulder and 

frowned. “Who is this idiot?” 


